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imperiale des premiers siecles
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Rome imperiale des premiers siecles. Collection Époques. Ceyzérieu: Champ Vallon,
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Review by
Fabio Guidetti, Università di Pisa. fabio.guidetti@cfs.unipi.it

This book (the revised version of a dissertation defended in 2016 at the Université de

Lille[1]) focuses on how Roman emperors from Augustus to Caracalla seized and

maintained their power. For each emperor Sella recounts his accession, the real or

potential attempts to overthrow him, and the precautionary measures taken to counter

them. As stated at the opening of the Conclusion générale (p. 547), the overall aim of the

book is «dresser un bilan de ces quelque deux cent cinquante ans d’évolution des

pratiques politiques impériales pour acquérir et conserver le pouvoir». The title, Tenir le

loup par les oreilles (‘Holding the wolf by the ears’), draws inspiration from a saying

often repeated by Tiberius, according to Suetonius, to convey his constant fear of

impending dangers;[2] the emperor was quoting a passage from Terentius’ Phormio,

which in turn translated a Greek proverb indicating an extremely dangerous situation,

difficult to control but impossible to escape.[3] The topic, at the crossroads of political

and cultural history, political theory, sociology and crowd psychology, will certainly be

of interest also outside the field of classics. Almost thirty years after Egon Flaig’s study,

[4] a new analysis would be most welcome, taking both newly available documents and

theoretical reflections into consideration.

The book is divided in three parts and fourteen chapters, narrating events from the

young Caesar’s first appearance on the public scene of Rome (44 BC) down to the third

century AD. The short Introduction (pp. 7-14) presents the subject, highlights its

analogies with current political developments, outlines the structure of the book and

lists the main bodies of sources examined. Part 1 covers the Julio-Claudian emperors

from Augustus to Nero (44 BC – AD 68); Part 2 goes from Galba’s rebellion against Nero

to Nerva’s designation of Trajan as his successor (AD 68 – 98);[5] Part 3 examines the

system of imperial succession between Trajan and Caracalla (AD 98 – 217), with some

remarks on later third-century developments. A Conclusion générale closes the book (pp.

547-549). The narrative is organised chronologically around three key themes: 1) how
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each emperor built and maintained the consensus between the three main components

of the Roman state (the Senate, the people of Rome, the army), which provided the

necessary stability to his power; 2) how each emperor countered possible attempts at

usurpation and organised the transmission of power to his planned successor; 3) how

the development of imperial power over generations crystallised into a collection of

exemplary practices, providing later emperors with guidelines on how to seize and

maintain power. Sella draws together these three interpretative lines in an engaging

and well-written narrative, largely based on Latin and Greek historiographical sources

(especially Tacitus, Suetonius, Cassius Dio) and supported by a constant attention to the

smallest prosopographical details of potential successors, usurpers, conjurers.

This focus has great potential for a study of the inner workings of the imperial

institution, both in its internal development and in its relationship with the two

traditional pillars of Roman public life, namely the republican system (which continued

to function until the third century) and the rules of family politics (to which the domus

Augusta was not alien). Sella’s book, however, fulfils these expectations only partially.

This is not so much because of some factual errors[6] and bibliographical omissions,[7]

but because of structural reasons. First, the complete lack of indexes makes consultation

very difficult and does not do justice to a book whose most valuable contribution lies in

the wealth of prosopographical detail. Second, Sella’s approach solely depends on

ancient historiographical sources, whose opinions are often adopted without adequate

criticism. Third, no theoretical framework is provided for the analysis,[8] and the

reader is often left without clear definitions of the concepts used. For example, I find

Sella’s distinction between «succession regulière» and «pouvoir conquis par la force» (p.

39) problematic: it seems that by ‘regular succession’ the author means designation by

the preceding emperor; in every other case, especially when the army plays an active

role in the process, the accession is qualified as «usurpation». In Sella’s view, most

emperors ‘usurped’ their authority by virtue of their command of the strongest military

force, whose power prevailed over the rule of law (pp. 18-21). But force does not

necessarily mean illegality. The soldiers’ role was essential since it was their prerogative

to bestow the title imperator on someone; this acclamation was the first step of imperial

investiture, eventually confirmed by the Senate and the people’s assembly.[9] This was

the standard procedure, irrespective whether the new emperor had been designated by

his predecessor or not; the independent choice of a candidate by the army was not rare,

and surely did not automatically make the succession ‘irregular’.

This tendency to delegitimise as ‘irregular’ or ‘unlawful’ any imperial accession until it

is confirmed by the Senate, denying the army the role of «institution dispensatrice de

légalité» (p. 20), ultimately replicates the point of view of senatorial historiography, on

which Sella’s narrative is largely based. Numismatic evidence is consistently used to

support interpretations found in historiographical sources, while epigraphy is severely

underused. For example, the senatus consultum de Cn. Pisone patre might have deserved

a more extensive discussion of Germanicus’ death; instead, Sella follows Tacitus and

Suetonius very closely, while the senatus consultum is just mentioned in passing in a

footnote on p. 101. Moreover, the author’s approach to the literary sophistication of



Roman historical writing is often less critical than one might wish. This becomes

apparent when dealing with Tacitus’ most famous characters – Tiberius, whose

portrayal has been carefully crafted by the historian to sketch a paradigm of the

degeneration of unbalanced autocratic power; Messalina, whose alleged sexual excesses

are in conflict with traditional gender-related expectations; Otho, whose immoral

lifestyle is contrasted with his admirable way of accepting his own defeat. The ‘dark

lord’, the ‘whore queen’, the ‘redeeming death’ are well-known examples of narrative

archetypes typical of the historiographical genre. Their understanding as such is

essential, not to challenge Tacitus’ reliability, but to do justice to his greatness as a

historian (i.e., above all, a narrator).[10] Similarly problematic is Sella’s tendency to

attribute rights and wrongs to his sources based on whether or not they support his

own interpretation: on p. 40, Velleius’ praise of Augustus’ restoration of the republican

system is contrasted with the judgment of Dio, who «refuse de se laisser tromper» by

such a show. One could argue, however, that these diverging opinions tell us less about

the Augustan period than about how the imperial institution was perceived under

Tiberius and the Severans, respectively. In a few cases, Sella’s narrative becomes more

overtly tendentious. For example, Tacitus’ rhetorical showpiece at Ann. 1.9-10, staging

the contrasting opinions about Augustus among the people of Rome, is seriously

misrepresented on p. 25 by quoting only its negative part and implying that this was the

historian’s own opinion. This is misleading and an unfair representation of Tacitus’

rhetorical abilities and the complexity of his historical judgment.

An excellent point raised by Sella concerns the role of praetorian prefects within the

balance of power and consensus. As shown by the example of Sejanus, the praetorian

prefect was instrumental to the preservation of imperial power as the emperor’s most

trusted collaborator, but also as a potential scapegoat whose position (and life) could be

sacrificed by attributing to him the responsibility for the emperor’s failures. But, apart

from this, Sella’s emperors are extremely lonely. Very limited attention is given to their

relationship with their closest counsellors and family members: while a major figure

such as Agrippina Minor is discussed in depth, the book lacks a thorough analysis of the

role of the domus Augusta (especially its women) and the consilium principis in helping

the emperor to seize and maintain power. This seems another consequence of Sella’s

dependence on historiographical sources that exploit the emperor’s isolation for

narrative purposes: in Tacitus, for example, loneliness is an essential trait in building

the sinister depiction of Tiberius. However, a different narrative approach is also

possible, as shown by Dio’s staging of Augustus’ political conversations with his

counsellors and wife in books 52 and 55. Thus, the interplay between the ruler and his

closest circle of collaborators is a key aspect of imperial power, and one that shows

various possible interpretations by the ancient historians themselves. An analysis of the

consilium principis and the changes in its composition over time would have

contributed to highlight differences in how individual emperors dealt with similar

problems and addressed the threats posed by potential rivals.[11]



As a consequence of its narrow focus and choice of sources, Sella’s book results in a

remarkably uniform sequence of lonely and unscrupulous emperors, without friends or

counsellors, driven only by their own will to survive and to kill all possible competitors

except their heir apparent. This consistency sounds remarkably Tacitean – and

suspicious. It seems difficult to believe that plots, conspiracies, usurpations happened

one after another, decades apart, for the same reasons and in very similar ways. There

may well be many analogies between the civil wars of 68-69 and those of 193-197, as

Sella stresses several times (pp. 507, 515-516, 533-534); but one wonders whether

differences could also be highlighted, given the changes that had occurred in the

recruitment and composition of the Senate and the army over more than a century.

Excessive confidence in a cause-and-effect paradigm, based on the accumulation of

exemplary practices, results in a sort of mechanical determinism, which reduces

historical complexities to mere iterations of one interpretative scheme. The Romans

interpreted their own history through exempla: from modern historians we may expect

an approach more attentive to complexity and individual specificities.
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